Ответы
Упражнение 1
1. have worked
2. has already broken
3. has gone
4. has had
5. has hurt

Упражнение 2
1 has finished,
2 has scored,
3 have watched,
4 has run,
5 has bought,
6 have lost,
7 has written,
8 have eaten,
9 have watched,
10 have started,
11 has studied,
12 has dropped,
13 has rained,
14 have had,
15 have known,
16 have lived,
17 has had,
18 has lived.

Упражнение 3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

have not cleaned,
haven’t started,
have not done,
hasn’t won,
haven’t seen,
haven’t invited,
has not washed,
haven’t tidied,

9 haven’t finished,
10 have not visited,
11 haven’t seen,
12 hasn’t taken,
13 has not played.

Упражнение 4
1. I have been to Britain several times. (Я был в Британии несколько раз.)
2. She has lived in Spain since 1994. (Она живет в Испании с 1994 года.)
3. They have been married for five years. (Они женаты в течение 5 лет.)
4. I have already made coffee for you. (Я уже сделал кофе для тебя.)
5. Bob has never had a bike. (У Боба никогда не было мотоцикла.)

Упражнение 5
1. Have you already washed your hands? (Ты уже помыл руки?)
2. We have just phoned the doctor. (Мы только что позвонили доктору.)
3. Has she ever ridden a horse? (Ты когда-либо каталась верхом на лошади?)
4. I have never danced the tango. (Я никогда не танцевала танго.)
5. The train hasn’t arrived yet. (Поезд еще не прибыл.)

Упражнение 6
1. I have never been abroad.
2. My parents have already moved into a new apartment.
3. He hasn’t finished cleaning yet.
4. When I was in business trip I have made the acquaintance with beautiful girl.
5. I have seen this comedy three times.
6. Have you ever read today newspaper?
7. We have played computer games since 1 to 3 pm.

